
Impossible means that it will never happen.
Possible means that it could happen. Possible or impossible?

Watch TV Pat a green rabbit Play with a friend Drive a banana

Eat fruit Mouse does homework Cat goes to sleep Grow another leg

Find $20 Eat a car Live on the sun Make a cake

answer key

Data

Name Date

Likely means that it probably will happen.
Unlikely means that it probably won’t happen. Likely or unlikely?

Get a present Eat ice cream Go to the movies Feed a dinosaur

Play a sport A puppy reading Write your name Fly in a helicopter

Do homework Cat eats a fish Use a computer Get wet
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Impossible means that it will never happen.
Possible means that it could happen. Possible or impossible?

Watch TV Pat a green rabbit Play with a friend Drive a banana

Eat fruit Mouse does homework Cat goes to sleep Grow another leg

Find $20 Eat a car Live on the sun Make a cake
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Likely means that it probably will happen.
Unlikely means that it probably won’t happen. Likely or unlikely?

Get a present Eat ice cream Go to the movies Feed a dinosaur

Play a sport A puppy reading Write your name Fly in a helicopter

Do homework Cat eats a fish Use a computer Get wet
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likely likely likely unlikely

likely unlikely likely likely
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